Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) emerged as powerful tools for locus-specific genome engineering. Due to the ease of TALEN assembly, the key to streamlining TALEN-induced mutagenesis lies in identifying efficient TALEN pairs and optimizing TALEN mRNA injection concentrations to minimize the effort to screen for mutant offspring. Here we present a simple methodology to quantitatively assess bi-allelic TALEN cutting, as well as approaches that permit accurate measures of somatic and germline mutation rates in Drosophila melanogaster. We report that percent lethality from pilot injection of candidate TALEN mRNAs into Lig4 null embryos can be used to effectively gauge bi-allelic TALEN cutting efficiency and occurs in a dose-dependent manner. This timely Lig4-dependent embryonic survival assay also applies to CRISPR/Cas9-mediated targeting. Moreover, the somatic mutation rate of individual G0 flies can be rapidly quantitated using SURVEYOR nuclease and capillary electrophoresis, and germline transmission rate determined by scoring progeny of G0 outcrosses. Together, these optimized methods provide an effective step-wise guide for routine TALEN-mediated gene editing in the fly.
Introduction
Targeting specific genomic loci using customizable endonucleases expanded the horizon of genome engineering. Three types of targetable-endonuclease systems, Zinc Finger Nucleases (ZFNs), 1, 2 Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nucleases (TALENs), [3] [4] [5] and Clustered Regularly Interspersed Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas9) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] were applied to modify genomic loci of interest in Drosophila melanogaster. Design and construction of TALENs is considerably easier than ZFNs, 5, 13 and TALENs have the additional advantage of high targeting specificity 14, 15 without significant off-target DNA cleavages. Although the application of TALENs made mutagenesis much easier, establishing a mutant strain still requires a considerable effort. While current TALEN assembly methods facilitate rapid production of TALENs, the key to streamlining TALEN-induced mutagenesis lies in identifying efficient TALEN pairs and optimizing TALEN mRNA injection concentrations to minimize the effort required to screen for mutant offspring. Once an efficient TALEN pair is identified, the subsequent mutagenesis screening workload is greatly reduced, because the number of offspring needed is minimal.
The modular composition of the DNA-binding units of TAL effectors (TALEs) was applied in genome engineering since the DNA-binding "code" of TALEs was deciphered.
16, 17 An engineered TALEN monomer comprises a DNA-binding domain and endonuclease domain (Fig. 1A) . The DNA-binding domain we adopted for TALEN design contains modular nucleotide recognition units repeated 14.5 times for optimal DNA recognition and cleavage efficiencies. 18 Each modular unit consists of 34 amino acid residues, the twelfth and thirteenth of which are highly variable (repeat-variable diresidues; RVDs) and are responsible for the one-to-one binding between a modular DNA binding unit and a nucleotide in the DNA molecule. 16, 17, 19 The type IIS endonuclease, FokI, is fused to the C-terminal end of the DNA-binding domain of TALEs, [20] [21] [22] as was first accomplished in ZFNs. 23 Two TALEN monomers are required to make a DNA cut, since FokI cleaves a DNA molecule as an obligate dimer. 24, 25 This dimeric requirement increases the specificity of TALEN pairs. In successful applications published to date, TALENs have generated loss-offunction mutations (frame-shift or large deletion mutations) or introduced desirable sequences such as recombinase integration sequence, 27 reporters, 28 and sequence corrections for gene therapy. 29 However, even with these successful applications, the rates of somatic and germline mutations induced by any given TALEN pair varied widely. 3, 18, 30, 31 The varying rates of mutagenesis may come from intrinsic properties of the TALEN proteins, epigenetic environments of genomic loci, extraneous experimental conditions, or other unknown causes. Currently, detecting an efficient TALEN pair usually depends on sophisticated molecular assays such as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and The white gene locus on X chromosome and design of white TALEN pair 1 (w1 TALEN) and pair 2 (w2 TALEN). w1 TALEN targets the junction between exon 5 (yellow) and intron 5 (green). w2 TALEN targets the junction between intron 4 and exon 5. w2 TALEN arms (left and right) are represented as simplified RVD repeats: each colored oval representing a particular RVD recognizing a given nucleotide, the DNA recognition sequences are highlighted in matching color, and the conserved splicing acceptor dinucleotide 5 0 -AG-3 0 sequence is highlighted in magenta. (B) Nature of mutations introduced by w2 TALEN. Among the 10 independent single G1 flies, 9 showed short deletion mutations of varying lengths (7-, 10-, and 11-nucleotide deletions). One G1 fly showed a short insertion of 16 nucleotides (pink).
high resolution melt analysis (HRMA). Thus, a more convenient method to identify highly efficient TALEN pairs will facilitate the utility of TALEN applications. Here we present a genetic test for assessing TALEN efficiency, which relies on a DNA Ligase IV (Lig4) knockout fly line.
Results

Construction of TALENs targeting the white gene
Two independent pairs of TALENs targeting the junctions between exon 5 and intron 5 (w1), and intron 4 and exon 5 (w2) in the white gene were constructed (white TALENs) (shown in Fig. 1A ). Disrupting the exon-intron junction is an effective strategy to abolish gene function because mutations in the splicing donor or acceptor site interfere with splicing events of the mRNA (mRNA). If the splicing events are not affected, insertion-or deletion-mutations (indels) in the coding region result in frame-shift mutations, rendering the targeted protein non-functional. The targeted sequences fall within the first a-helix of the 6 a-helices bundle in the transmembrane domain of the white protein. 32 Disrupting the white protein in its transmembrane domain is likely to affect its membrane organization, molecular assembly and function. By generating mutations in the white gene, we intended to take advantage of the white null phenotype, i.e. white eyes. Indeed, the white TALENs generated eyes with white patches (mutagenesis in the somatic photoreceptor cells) in G0 flies ( Fig. 2A) . Importantly, these mutations were readily transmittable to subsequent generations, and the nature of predicted mutations have been confirmed by sequencing the mutant G1 flies (Fig. 1B , see following result sections for details). We first present targeting data using w2 TALEN pairs throughout these experiments since it showed a higher efficiency than w1 TALEN pairs (shown in a later section).
High rates of somatic mutations in the G0 generation We first tested the w2 TALEN mRNAs at the concentration of 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm. At this concentration, we observed a high rate of somatic mutations in the injected G0 flies (83%; 30 red-white-mosaic-eyed flies out of a total 36 adult flies eclosed) ( Fig. 2B and Table S1 ). The white gene locates on the X chromosome, so white patches in the eyes of female G0 flies were reflective of bi-allelic cleavage of the white gene locus. Since the injected TALEN mRNAs were introduced at the posterior tips of syncytial embryos, mosaicism observed in the developed eyes showed that TALEN mRNAs diffused to the anterior of embryos, where photoreceptor cells originate. After the success in observing a high frequency of mutagenesis in injected G0 flies, we began titrating the concentration of injected TALEN mRNAs. The survival and fertility rates of the embryos injected at the concentration of 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm were 64% (79 larvae surviving out of a total 124 embryos injected) and 39% (14 flies were able to produce offspring out of a total 36 adult flies), respectively ( Fig. 2F and Table S2 ). We set out to identify the optimal concentration of TALEN mRNAs that would lead to a high rate of G0 somatic mutations with higher fertility rates, since diminished fertility might mean toxicity that could involve non-specific DNA cleavages.
We tested 3 other concentrations of w2 TALEN mRNAs (0.5, 1.3, and 3.6 mg/ml/TALEN-arm; Fig. 2B ). At 0.5 mg/ml/ TALEN-arm, we did not observe any G0 adult flies carrying somatic mutations (n D 150). As the concentrations of TALEN mRNAs increased, more G0 flies showed somatic mutations in their eyes. At 1.3 and 3.6 mg/ml/TALEN-arm concentrations, we observed similar rates of the flies carrying mosaic eyes (75%; 50/67 and 140/186 flies, respectively, Fig. 2B) . However, the size of white patches in the eyes were generally larger at 3.6 mg/ ml/TALEN-arm than at 1.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm (data not shown); in most flies injected at 3.6 mg/ml/TALEN-arm, the majority of photoreceptor cells are white rather than red. When we quantified the survival and fertility rates at these concentrations, the survival rate of the embryos injected at 1.3 mg/ml/ TALEN-arm was 90% (104/115) and fertility rate was 87% (58/ 67) ( Table S2) . At 3.6 mg/ml/TALEN-arm, the survival rate was 69% (262/380) and fertility rate was 33% (61/186). While this set of data clearly demonstrated that w2 TALENs were able to induce somatic mutations in injected flies, we also found that at 1.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm concentration w2 TALEN could generate a high rate of somatic mutations (75%) in G0 flies with relatively low toxicity evidenced by high survival and fertility rates.
After establishing w2 TALEN generated somatic mutations that resulted in a mosaic eye phenotype in the injected G0 flies, we sought to determine the precise somatic mutation rates in individual flies. Beyond the white patches that we could observe from the mosaic eyes, there could be lesions on the white locus in other somatic cells that were not reflected by the morphological readout. We reasoned that unrestricted TALEN activity throughout an embryo is likely, given the observed mutant patches from the anterior derived photoreceptor cells. We quantified the global somatic mutation rates in G0 adult flies using the SURVEYOR TM nuclease assay (Fig. 2C) . 33, 34 In this assay, the genomic DNA around the TALEN-target site was amplified with flanking primers, and subsequently underwent denaturation and re-annealing. SURVEYOR nuclease digestion was performed with the re-annealed DNA; when the double-stranded DNA contained a mismatch (arising from hybridization between a wild type strand and a complementary strand bearing mutation), the nuclease generated site-specific cleavage at the mismatched site. The cleaved, two smaller fragments of DNAs were separated and subsequently quantitated using a fragment analyzer together with the single full length DNA fragment (Fig. 2C) . Among the individual G0 flies randomly selected for the assay were those injected at 3.6 and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm concentrations. The rate of site-specific modification was as high as 40%, and ranged between 25% and 40% (Fig. S1 ). This meant that up to 80% of all somatic cells in the injected G0 flies could have at least one mutated chromosome, which was consistent with our observation of flies with mosaic eyes.
High rates of germline transmission in the G1 generation Being able to transmit mutations to the next generation is one of the most critical requirements for most genome engineering applications. After confirming a high activity of the w2 TALENs in generating somatic mutations, we asked whether the mutagenesis was also efficient in germline cells and heritable. white gene) and quantified the number of white-eyed flies among the total G1 flies (Fig. 2D) . Male G1 flies from TALEN-injected male G0 flies were not scored because males contribute no X chromosome to their male offspring.
At 0.5 mg/ml/TALEN-arm concentration, the number of mutant flies in the G1 generation was negligible (0.05%; two white-eyed flies/3445 flies). However, the number of mutant flies with white eyes sharply increased to 43% (1758/4111) at 1.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm. At 3.6 mg/ml/TALEN-arm, the mutant progeny was 69% (3337/4850) and, at 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm, it reached 86% (699/811) (Fig. 2D) . The mutation rate obtained through germline transmission was TALEN-dosage dependent. Once we found that there was an association between the concentration of TALEN mRNAs and the percentage of G1 mutant progeny, we asked whether there could be a direct association between the rates of somatic and germline mutations. Indeed, when we broke down the population of G0 flies into groups of detectable and undetectable white-eyed patches, we found the association that G0 flies with mosaic eyes gave rise to a significantly higher percentage of G1 mutant progeny, compared to those from G0s without visible somatic mutations ( Fig. 2E and Table S3 ). For example, at 1.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm, G0 flies with mosaic eyes produced 50% of mutant G1 progeny (1514/ 3052) whereas G0 flies without mosaic eyes produced only 23% of mutant G1 progeny (244/1059). At 3.6 and 4.3 mg/ml/ TALEN-arm, 82% (2651/3243) and 87% (699/805) of the G1 progeny from G0 flies with mosaic eyes were mutants whereas 43% (686/1607) and 0% (0/6) of the G1 progeny from G0 flies without mosaic eyes were mutants, respectively.
In agreement with our observation that germline mutation could be passed from G0 flies without visually detectable mosaicism, though at a lower rate, we have confirmed that the vast majority of the TALEN-injected G0 flies carried mutations in their germline. Around 86% of the fertile G0 flies injected with 1.3 mg/ml/ TALEN-arm (51/59) and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm (12/14) gave rise to at least one mutant progeny (Fig. S2) . Therefore, our findings demonstrate a highly potent germline transmittable mutagenesis approach, though obtaining a mutant fly strain is more easily accomplished from the G0 flies with detectable mosaicism.
Once the association between somatic and germline mutations was uncovered, we sought to identify the nature of mutations transmitted in G1 flies. We sequenced 10 independent mutant G1 flies (Fig. 1B) . Three out of 10 mutations were in-frame deletions removing only 3 nucleotides of exon 5 (n D 2) or inserting 9 nucleotides (n D 1). The other 7 were frame-shift mutations, deleting 4 (n D 6) or 8 (n D 1) nucleotides of exon 5. All ten mutants showed a disruption in the 3 0 splice site (AG) at the end of intron 4 (highlighted purple in Fig. 1A) . Thus, in the cases of the inframe mutations, non-functional proteins might be produced from the mis-splicing events at the exon 5-intron 4 junction.
Rapid assessment of TALEN efficiency using the Lig4 null fly line
Though we were able to observe TALEN cutting at the white gene by mosaic eye phenotypes in G0 flies, many mutations in other target genes produce no morphologically observable phenotypes. If we could quickly and conveniently assess the efficiency of a TALEN pair without depending on phenotypic markers or molecular assays, the application of TALENs to generate mutant fly strains could be even easier. It is thought that TALEN-induced double-stranded breaks (DSBs) are repaired mainly by two independent mechanisms: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination (HR). 35, 36 When homologous sequences are not available, NHEJ is the preferred pathway to repair DSBs. DNA Ligase IV (Lig4) in a complex with the XRCC4 (X-ray repair complementing defective repair in Chinese hamster cells 4) protein takes part in the last step of the NHEJ process 37 by sealing the nicks in the phosphodiester bond between 2 adjacent nucleotides. Lig4 null flies are viable whereas mammals that lack Lig4 are embryonic lethal due to cell death in the central nervous system. [38] [39] [40] Although there could be Lig4-independent pathways that contribute to the NHEJ in Drosophila, 40 Lig4 plays a critical role in various developmental stages to repair DSBs. 39, 41 Moreover, Lig4 null mutations were reported to suppress NHEJ 31, 41 and increase HR. 43, 44 In the case of bi-allelic cuts generated by TALENs, homologous donors are absent to repair DSBs through HR. Thus, we hypothesized that, in such a scenario, Lig4 null flies would be less capable of fixing the DSBs induced by TALENs due to the simultaneous blockage of NHEJ repair. A more severe embryonic lethality was expected specifically under circumstances wherein TALENs induced bi-allelic lesions. Affirming our hypothesis, a higher percentage of lig4 169 G0 flies died during embryonic development after w2 TALEN mRNA injection, specifically at higher concentrations (3.6 and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm) ( Fig. 2F and Table S2 ). The survival rates in the lig4 169 background were 10% (20/207) and 20% (25/119) at 3.6 and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm compared with a 47% baseline larval survival rate as observed from water-only injected lig4
16 flies (42/90). Given the approximately 40% G0 global somatic mutagenesis rate in the wild-type background under these conditions (Fig. S1) , we expected that in a significant portion of somatic cells (predicted around 16% given 2 copies of same chromosome per cell in females) TALENs would induce cuts simultaneously on both chromosomes. However, at 1.3 mg/ ml/TALEN-arm, we did not find a significant increase lethality in lig4 169 background, with the larval survival rate at 65% (70/ 108). We speculated that, at a lower concentration, the chance of a TALEN-induced bi-allelic cut was much smaller and thus lesions could be mostly repaired with homology-based repair independent of Lig4. It is important to note that this significant concentration-dependent reduction in survival rate was only observed in the lig4 169 background, since the lethality rates in w2 TALEN-injected wild-type flies in all concentrations tested were not significantly different from water injected controls (Fig. 2F and Table S2 ). Our findings demonstrate that the reduction in survival rate of Lig4 null flies was a rapid and reliable indication of efficient TALEN-induced bi-allelic cuts. To validate whether one could assess the efficiency of TALENs rapidly by performing a small-scale injection at high concentrations in lig4 169 flies, we tested 2 other pairs of TALENs targeting 2 different positions in the Drosophila CG42678 gene using this methodology. The larval survival rates of corresponding TALEN-injected lig4 169 flies were 1% (2/220) and 7% (15/225) at 6 mg/ml/TALEN-arm and 2% (2/118) at 8 mg/ml/TALEN-arm. Subsequent molecular analysis using SURVEYOR nuclease confirmed that these 2 independent pairs of TALENs indeed introduced site-specific indel mutations at high frequency (Lee et al., unpublished). Therefore, lethality scoring of TALEN mRNA injected Lig4 mutant embryos likely reflects the TALEN cutting efficiency.
It is possible that significant off-targeted lesions might be generated when TALEN is introduced at a high dosage. While nonspecific lesions could be potentially toxic to cells, we postulate that the Lig4 depletion dependent embryonic lethality is not likely due to the potential off-targeted lesions, since similar levels of off-targeted lesions were introduced to Lig4 C embryos without a significant increase of lethality. To further validate the cause of Lig4 embryonic lethality, we examined the dosage-dependent survival rate after injecting a far less potent TALEN pair against the white gene (w1). When injected into wild-type embryos at 3 concentrations (1, 2.2, and 4 mg/mL/TALEN-arm), we did not observe any developed G0 flies with mosaic eyes (n D 104) as in the case for w2 TALEN pair. Among the progenies of fertile G0 flies, only 0.77% of G1 lost eye color (35 out of 4532 total progeny). Consistent with the apparent low targeting efficiency reflected by eye color morphological marker, we confirmed that w1 is indeed a poor pair of TALEN targeting the white gene since no obvious indel-dependent surveyor nuclease cleavage product was detected from 8 randomly selected G0 individuals (Fig.  S3) 
Cleavage-dependent lig4
169 embryo lethality assay can be applied to the CRISPR/Cas9 system Our analysis has indicated that the efficiency of gene targeting for a TALEN pair can be rapidly assayed by injecting TALENs into lig4 169 embryos. To generalize the usefulness of this approach, we examined whether similar cleavage-dependent lethality readouts can be applied to other engineered nuclease systems, such as the CRISPR/Cas9 system. CRISPR/Cas9 system employs a short guide RNA (gRNA)-mediated target recognition and subsequent gRNA-loaded Cas9 endonuclease mediated DNA cleavage (Fig. 3A) . 45 Recently, we and others have developed simplified CRISPR/ Cas9 platforms in Drosophila without directly injecting the targeting designer nuclease into the embryos, by using endogenously expressed source of Cas9 protein and gRNAs through transgenesis. 10, 12, 46 Through genetic crosses, Cas9 and gRNA expressing transgenes 169 embryo lethality with the CRISPR/Cas9 system. (A) A cartoon diagram of the CRISPR/Cas9 system, which recognizes specific DNA using a RNA/DNA/protein complex (modified from our recent review article 61 ). The 5 0 end of gRNA sequence is used for target recognition on genomic DNA around a tri-nucleotide protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). Two tooth-shape structures represent Cas9 endonuclease active sites responsible for DNA cleavage on either stand of the double strand DNA. (B) Fly genetic crossing schemes for ubiquitous gene targeting using endogenously expressed Cas9 (Act-Cas9) and gRNAs (U6.3-ebony gRNA as an example here). F1 progenies bearing both transgenes activate the CRISPR/Cas9 system ubiquitously. Bi-allelic cuts on the target gene disrupt both copies of the locus (ebony, donated with asterisk). On the middle and bottom panel, lig4
169 was recombined to Act-Cas9 chromosome to assay the contribution of Lig4 in animal survival in the genetargeted progenies. While gene targeting is predicted to be equivalently efficient in progenies of either sex, the male progeny alone in both cases are zygotic hemizygous for lig4 169 mutation. Sharing the same progeny genotypes, the middle (orange box) and bottom panel (blue box) differ by their maternal genotypes: heterozygous of lig4 169 for the middle panel, and homozygous of lig4 169 for the bottom panel. The homozygous mothers generate both maternal and zygotic null male progenies for Lig4. (C) The percentage of male progenies surviving ubiquitous CRISPR-mediated gene targeting 2 independent loci (ebony or white gRNAs), using Act-Cas9 (blank bars); Act-Cas9, lig4
169 zygotic mutant only (Z, orange bars) or Act-Cas9, lig4
169 maternal and zygotic mutant (M/Z, blue bars). The statistic deviation from the theoretical 50% percent perfect ratio was tested by student t-test (***P < 0.0001).
can be brought together to achieve gene targeting. For example, crossing strain ubiquitously expressing Cas9 protein (Act-Cas9) with the one containing a gRNA-expressing construct against the ebony gene (U6.3-ebony gRNA) produced dark coloration of the adult cuticle in almost all progenies (Fig. 3B , top cross scheme, all F1 had dark cuticle), 46 suggesting highly efficient bi-allelic Cas9 targeting at the ebony locus. We also crossed the Act-Cas9 strain with a strain expressing 2 gRNA-expressing constructs against the white gene (U6.2-white gRNAx2). 12 In F1 generation, all male progenies contained mosaic eyes with white patches of varying sizes, this indicated the single copy of functional white gene on the single male X chromosome was frequently disrupted; much fewer female progenies contained mosaic eyes, likely due to lower efficient bi-allelic disruption of the white gene (one copy at the white locus and one copy in the Act-Cas9 transgene).
Both gRNAs for ebony and white were potent, we next used these gRNAs to test whether Lig4 is critical for fly survival with CRISPR-mediated bi-allelic double stranded breaks. Since both Lig4 locus and Act-Cas9 transgene resided on the X-chromosome, we recombined Act-Cas9 and lig4 169 onto the same Xchromosome (Act-Cas9, lig4 169 ) for simplifying further genetic analysis. Male progenies from female Act-Cas9, lig4
169 flies would be zygotic hemizygous for lig4 169 mutation, whereas female progenies would be heterozygous for lig4 169 (Fig. 3B , middle and bottom cross scheme). The functional Lig4 gene in female progenies was expected to repair CRISPR-mediated double stranded breaks efficiently even without homologous sequences, then generate survival advantage compared to the male siblings. As expected, using Act-Cas9 to drive gRNAs targeting ebony and white genes, the male: female progeny ratios were not significantly deviant from 1:1 theoretical rate (male progeny rates: 50.7% N D 1229 for ebony gRNA; 50.9% N D 1630 for white gRNA, Fig. 3C black bars) . However, under zygotic Lig4 null background (Act-Cas9, Lig4 169 ), the male progeny rates were significantly lower (35.2% N D 1123 for ebony gRNA, and 37.5% N D 1234 for white gRNA, Fig. 3C orange bars) . Proportional inference analysis concluded that the occurrence of targeted male progeny under Lig4 null background was statistically lower than 50% theoretical ratio (with P values of 1.0E-25 and 2.5E-17, respectively), whereas no sex preference was observed without Lig4 mutation, or the maternal Act-Cas9, lig4
169 /FM7 strain itself (with P values of 0.34, 0.30 and 0.41 respectively).
The significant residual survival of zygotic lig4 mutant under efficient CRISPR targeting inspired us to further establish a rigorous relationship between embryonic survival under efficient bi-allelic designer nuclease targeting and the integrity of the Lig4 dependent canonic NHEJ DNA repair machinery. In the previous experiment, even though no functional Lig4 protein can be made in all male progeny bearing the recombinant Act-Cas9, lig4 169 chromosome, we speculated residual maternally contributed Lig4 proteins deposited to the zygotic mutant embryos might be responsible for their survival. Thus we repeated the cross using homozygous Act-Cas9, lig4 169 females. While lig4 169 homozygous flies are viable and fully fertile, they don't contribute Lig4 proteins directly to their progenies. Similar to our observation on lig4 embryonic lethality injected with high dosage of W2 TALENs, we recover fewer lig4 mutant male progenies after CRISPR targeting using white gRNAs (24. 6%, N D 142, Fig. 3C , right blue bar), compared to when maternal Lig4 pool is not depleted (37.5%, N D 1234; Fig. 3C , right orange bar). Strikingly, with the more potent ebony gRNA, not a single surviving male progeny can be recovered with repeated crosses from homozygous Act-Cas9, lig4
169 females (0%, N D 2430; Fig. 3C , left blue bar). While this result highlights the significant contribution of maternal deposited Lig4 protein, we found the zygotic transcription is also largely capable to rescue the embryonic lethality, since we obtain a roughly normal number of female progenies from such ebony targeting crosses. In summary, we concluded Lig4 null fly embryos are sensitive to efficient gene targeting using designer nucleases (either TALEN or CRISPR), especially when the targeting efficiency is potent enough that biallelic cuts are prevalent. The lethality rates of Lig4 mutant embryos correlate well with targeting efficiency (comparing W1 and W2 TALENs for direct embryonic injection; white and ebony gRNAs for genetic manipulations), especially with the complete absence of residual maternal Lig4 protein. Thus we recommend this method to be a quick, economic and reliable assay to estimate the efficiency of gene targeting in vivo via designer nucleases.
Discussion
Different methods to evaluate TALEN efficiency There are several methods to evaluate the efficiency of site-specific mutagenesis induced by customizable nucleases in G0 animals: restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), 18, 27 high-resolution melt analysis (HRMA), 5, 7, 47 T7 endonuclease assay, 48 single strand annealing (SSA) assay, 4, 49 LacZ assay, 50 and SURVEYOR nuclease assay. 51-53 A common step in these molecular assays is a PCR amplification of the locus of interest, followed by hybridization, enzymatic digestion, reporter assays, or gel electrophoresis. We applied the SURVEYOR nuclease assay followed by a fragment analysis because the assay provides 2 advantages over other methods. The SURVEYOR nuclease assay is a modified RFLP, and reveals both the presence of mutations and the position of mutations unlike the HRMA methods that only informs the presence of sequence variants and requires highly specific amplification of the target DNA. Moreover, it does not depend on specific restriction sites, unlike the RFLP technique, because it cleaves DNAs at mismatch or bulging sites, making TALEN-design less confining.
Although these molecular assays are indispensable in quantifying the rates of somatic mutations in G0 animals, a convenient methodology to rapidly assess the efficiency of designer nucleases is lacking. We addressed this deficit by using percent lethality of Lig4 null flies as a readout for mutagenic efficiency of TALEN pairs. Taking advantage of the high lethality of Lig4 null flies upon TALEN-induced biallelic cuts, we counted the number of surviving larvae 2 days after TALEN microinjection and demonstrated that the decreased survival rate of injected embryos is highly dependent on TALEN mRNA dosage (Fig. 2F) .
However, if targeted genes are essential for embryonic development, TALENs may cause a significant reduction in the survival rate of both wild-type flies and Lig4 null flies. Therefore, for these genes, percent lethality upon TALEN injection in wild-type flies will be sufficient to indicate TALEN efficiency.
Factors that may affect TALEN efficiency There are several factors that can affect the efficiency of a TALEN pair including TALEN mRNA concentrations, chromatin accessibility of a locus, polymorphisms of the DNA-binding sites of TALENs, and extraneous experimental conditions. It seems that the efficiency of a TALEN pair does not only depend on DNA-binding module binding strength (repeat-variable diresidues; RVDs) of TALENs 18, 19, 21, 53 ; but a combination of factors determine mutagenic efficiency. Several studies that applied TALENs in Drosophila melanogaster used a range of TALEN mRNA concentrations from 0.2 mg/ml to 0.4 mg/ml 5 and approximately 0.5 mg/ml. 3, 4 In contrast to these applications, we used a much higher concentration of TALENs ranging from 0.5 to approximately 4 mg/ml/TALEN-arm. We did not observe any phenotypes in G0 flies with a TALEN mRNA concentration of 0.5 mg/ml/ TALEN-arm (Fig. 2B) whereas Beumer et al. reported the phenotypic detection in approximately 45% of G0 flies injected with a TALEN mRNA (yT1-63). 5 The difference may arise from the different target loci or chromatin accessibility of a particular locus.
In addition, the difference in TALEN mRNA concentrations is dependent on the animal model used. In crickets (Gryllus bimaculatus), 1 mg/ml/TALEN-arm of TALEN mRNAs was able to reliably generate mutations without notable toxic effects. 53 In zebrafish (Danio rerio), the concentrations of TALEN mRNAs tolerated were approximately 20 ng/ml /TALEN-arm delivering 40-80 pg of mRNAs, 18, 27 which is much lower than the lowest TALEN mRNA concentration (200 ng/ml) applied in Drosophila and that in Gryllus (1 mg/ml). In medaka (Oryzias latipes), TALEN mRNA concentrations from 10 ng/ml to 300 ng/ml per TALEN arm were used. 55 In murine embryos, TALEN mRNAs with concentrations of 20 and 50 ng/ml successfully generated mutations. 56 The possibility of off-target effects caused by higher concentrations of TALEN mRNAs has raised some concern in the scientific community. The survival rates of TALEN-injected embryos did not show a significant difference with increasing TALEN concentration in the wild-type background (Fig. 2F) . However, the fertility of the TALEN-injected G0 flies decreased at higher concentrations than 1.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm (Table S2) . At 3.6 and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm, the fertility of G0 flies were 33% and 39%, respectively, compared to 88% at 1.3 mg/ml/TALENarm. Thus, there might be undefined effects at higher concentrations of TALEN mRNAs such as non-specific DNA cleavages or more generalized toxic effects caused by high concentrations of TALEN mRNAs. To achieve both high somatic mutation and germline transmission rates and reduce non-specific or toxic effects, we propose a carefully titrated injection dosage with a starting concentration at 1»1.5 mg/ml/TALEN-arm.
Dependence of designer nuclease targeted embryo survival on Lig4 dependent canonic NHEJ DNA repair pathway While DNA Ligase IV (Lig4) /XRCC4 complex catalyze the final step of the NHEJ process 37 by sealing the nicks in the phosphodiester bond between 2 adjacent nucleotides at DNA DSBs, Lig4 null flies are viable and fully fertile, albeit with elevated sensitivity to radiation and other DNA damaging agents. 39, 57, 58 Now we have shown Lig4 dependent canonic NHEJ repair is indispensible for fly embryonic survival with highly efficient gene targeting. When bi-allelic cuts are prominent, the genome loses the backup template to repair DNA DSB via Homologous recombination, and thus depends on the NHEJ machinery to rejoin the broken chromosome. The embryonic lethality could be directly due to the failure for rejoining broken DNA without both canonic NHEJ and HR repair, or via stress signals triggered by prolonged broken DNA ends. Since even in the case of maternal and zygotic Lig4 mutant, when targeting with high dose W2 TALENs or ubiquitously activated white-targeting CRISPR system, we can obtain a small number of progeny bearing mosaic eyes. Once white gene is targeted in this case, the cell cannot fix the broken X chromosome either with canonic NHEJ pathway (due to the lack of Lig4 protein), or with homologous recombination in males (due to the lack of a homologous X chromosome). The survival of these cells (demonstrated as white patches on the photoreceptors) argues against that DSB can only be exclusively fixed by one of these 2 major DNA repair pathways. In contrast, our results favor the contribution from a poorly characterized Lig4-independent non-canonic NHEJ pathway to rejoin the broken DNA eventually, to ensure cell survival. 59 This back-up DNA repair mechanism would be less efficient, leaving the DSB unfixed over prolonged periods compared to cells retaining HR and canonic NHEJ mechanism. We argue the widespread stress response from unfixed DNA damage from many cells in the targeted embryo leads to the lethality we observe. 60 Comparing the white and ebony targeting CRISPR experiments in maternal and zygotic Lig4 null embryos, we demonstrate that more efficient targeting leads to significant less chance of the embryo to fix the breaks and continue its development. Thus Lig4 null embryo lethality is truly a very sensitive assay to estimate the efficiency of gene targeting. It is also interesting to note that fly embryos might have a specific sensitive period for DSB triggered stress, which could overlap with the perdurance of maternal Lig4 proteins. The less severe phenotype of zygotic null mutant alone could also be explained by the error-prone canonic NHEJ activity contributed by maternal Lig4 proteins might have changed the targeting locus in the majority of cells to prevent further efficient targeting.
Conclusions
We report that Lig4 null flies can be used as a strain to estimate the efficiency of a TALEN pair at higher concentrations. The same general rational also apply to other designer nuclease mediated genome engineering approaches such as CRISPR/Cas9 system. A rapid in vivo estimation of TALEN efficiency streamlines the process of TALEN-induced mutagenesis and establishment of mutant strains in Drosophila melanogaster. We also showed that TALEN-induced mutant progeny can be rapidly identified without toxic effects by doubling the concentration of TALEN mRNAs from those applied in other studies (approximately 0.5 mg/ml/TALEN-arm) to approximately 1.0 to 1.5 mg/ ml/TALEN-arm. Drosophila is a premiere model organism that offers a number of genetic tools, fast generation time, and the advantage of statistical power due to numerous progeny. Our study optimized the application of TALENs in Drosophila, facilitating rapid mutagenesis and establishment of mutant strains, thereby substantiating TALEN technology as a valuable addition to the fly community.
Materials and Methods
Fly stock management and microinjection All the fly stocks were maintained at room temperature (23-25 C) . The fly strains used were Oregon R (FlyBase ID: FBst0000005), w 1118 (FlyBase ID: FBal0018186), and w 1118 , lig4 169 (FlyBase ID: FBal0176089). lig4 169 is a null allele and was generated by imprecise excision of the EP385 P-element. 40 Act-Cas9 and U6.3-ebony gRNA lines were generous gifts from Dr. Fillip Port at the University of Cambridge.
46 U6.2-white gRNAx2 was obtained from the Japan National Institute of Genetics. 4 The characteristics of the fly strains can be found at http://flybase.org. The microinjection of TALEN mRNAs was performed by Rainbow Transgenic Flies, Inc. (Camarillo, CA USA) following standard injection procedures.
Construction of TALENs
TALEN DNA binding domains were designed using a free TALEN designing tool, Mojo Hand at http://talendesign.com/ mojohand_main.php. 61 TALENs were constructed following the Golden Gate TALEN Assembly protocol. 54 All TALENs comprised a 15-mer DNA binding domain and FokI nuclease domain. The first 10 DNA binding modules containing the repeat-variable diresidues (RVDs) were cloned into the pFUS_A vector and 4 RVDs were cloned into the pFUS_B4 vector. The assembled pFUS_A and pFUS_B4 vectors along with the last RVD (pLR) were cloned into the pT3TS-GoldyTALEN mRNA expression vector. After linearization of the expression vectors with SacI endonuclease (New England Biolabs Inc., Catalog number R0156S), the constructed GoldyTALENs were in vitro transcribed to TALEN mRNAs using the mMessage mMachine Ò T3 kit (Life Technologies, Catalog number AM1348). The four concentrations tested were 0.5, 1.3, 3.6, and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN-arm. To obtain higher concentrations of TALENs (e.g. 3.6 and 4.3 mg/ml/TALEN arm), we reconstituted eluted TALEN mRNAs from multiple in vitro transcription reactions in deionized water. Designs of the 2 pairs of TALENs targeting the white gene are below: Single fly genomic DNA polymerase chain reaction The genomic DNA (gDNA) from flies was isolated using a buffer solution following a standard molecular biology protocol: Tris-HCl (10 mM, pH 8.2), EDTA (1 mM), NaCl (3 M), and proteinase K (200 mg/ml). An adult or larval fly was homogenized with a pipet tip in the buffer, and the homogenate was incubated at 25-37 C for 30-60 min followed by a 95 C incubation for 2 min to inactivate proteinase K. From the single fly gDNA preparation, the w2-TALEN target site was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with the primers below: The size of the amplicon was 742 nt, and the 2 digested DNA fragments produced by SURVEYOR nuclease cleavage after mutagenesis were approximately 192 nt and 550 nt.
SURVEYOR nuclease assay
The PCR product was subject to re-annealing reactions according to the manufacturer's guideline (Transgenomic, Inc., catalog number 706020). The hybridization product was subject to SURVEYOR nuclease digestion at 42 C for 1 h followed by an addition of Stop Solution.
Fragment analysis
The SURVEYOR nuclease digestion products were subject to fragment analysis using High Sensitivity NGS fragment Diluent Marker Solution (DNF-394-0003) following the manufacturer's protocol (Fragment Analyzer TM Automated CE System, Advanced Analytical Technologies, Inc.).
Analysis of somatic mutation rates Somatic mutation rates were quantified by analyzing the outcomes from fragment analysis readouts. The formula used was from 34 :
% Gene modification D 100 In addition to fragment analysis outcomes, somatic mutation rates were also obtained by counting the number of G0 adult flies
